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I know youâ€™ve seen them buzzing around in your news feed. It seems like every time you log on

theyâ€™ve uploaded more pictures from their recent trips to Mexico, Europe, Thailand. I bet you

even resent them a little bit, donâ€™t you? You want to travel too, but itâ€™s â€œjust too

expensive.â€•What if I told you that traveling didnâ€™t have to be expensive? That you could go

pretty much anywhere in the world, departing from your nearest airport, for less money then you

spent going out last weekend. That you could swim in underwater caves in Mexico, go surfing in the

Philippines, or hang gliding in New Zealand in just a few months. Would you believe me?Over the

past few years, Iâ€™ve accumulated hundreds of thousands of frequent flyer miles from multiple

airlines without changing anything about my daily life (ok I lied, I quit my job to travel more). These

miles have enabled me to explore the Jungles of the Yucatan Peninsula, backpack through Central

America, and fly consistently for next to no cost.If youâ€™ve gotten this far, I know that you too want

to make a positive change in your life- one that involves traveling more. This guide was written to

help you make that change. Inside youâ€™ll find out:â€¢ Three proven ways to rack up thousands of

miles quickly, without ever flying â€¢ Where to find the best prices on flights- both reward and

non-rewardâ€¢ How to determine the best bonus mileage offers and pick the right one(and a lot

more too)The tools in this book will give you everything you need to not only get started in Travel

Hacking, but to see it all the way through until your flights are booked and youâ€™re packing your

bags. You will easily be able to accumulate at least 25,000 miles by implementing just a few of the

strategies in this book.Itâ€™s your choice: You can take the leap, learn the system, and be in Costa

Rica in three months, or you can go back to  and buy some more crap you donâ€™t really need.

Itâ€™s up to you.
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The book is ok, short and if you're not into flying or traveling much, then this is a good start. More

than hacks, the book is about traveling by plane on a budget (mainly through travel miles programs

and Priceline website). Nothing that you can't get online or by experience, but as I said, if you're a

newbie then this is a good easy start.It would've been cool to get real hacks, and not only for plane

based traveling.I guess the book is a product of "life design", although it was free.

The only part of this that actually matters is how to implement it and buy flights with your

accumulated miles but he doesn't explain how to use miles from different companies credit cards

and Rewards and combine them to actually make a trip out of them... Probably the only part nobody

really understands the rest of it is Child's Play straightforward obviousness... At this point I'm

guessing he works for the credit card companies... Pity

Practical information very well done! It is chock full of information you can use when traveling. This

book is a bible for people who want to travel, and want to see the world. This changes everything for

me and my family. Just doing the math in my head about if we ALL did these tips, how much the

compound savings would be over time and the amount of trips we'd take would be? So cool. I

recommend grabbing this one off the shelves and boarding your next trip right after. I find them easy

to use, direct info without a bunch of jargon other guides put in there pages. It has a lot of nice and

accessible advice. I'd recommend this!

It's always been a dream to go traveling, so I picked up this book on a whim. I wasn't expecting

much, but when I read it, I was pleasantly surprised by the relatable, light-hearted tone that the book

was written in. It's not very long, but the tips written inside are invaluable. I didn't think it would be

possible to travel this inexpensively but now I can't wait to get some time off work and put some of



these pointers to use!

Chock full of wisdom that isn't readily available to you by simple searches online and outlined in a

very easy to follow format. This book explores the nooks and crannies in the travel industry and

provides useful tips for audiences across a broad spectrum, seasoned veteran and first time traveler

alike. Great read, informative and I'm personally excited to see follow-ups as the travel industry

continues to shift and evolve.

Fantastic book with tons of new travel hacking tips. The author does an excellent job describing

different strategies for earning frequent flyer miles by re-allocating how you spend your money. I

learned about several new ways to use airline credit cards to earn me 50,000+ miles this year to

pay for upcoming trips around the globe. Highly recommend this book to anyone looking to travel

more for less!

This book is only really relevant to US readers

Maybe my expectations were too high but being pretty new to "travel hacking" I hoped to learn lots

of new things from this book. Sad to say, I can't think of one new thing I learned! I thought it was

simplistic, and a real disappointment. Maybe if you know nothing about the subject at all it might

help, but otherwise don't waste your money. A bit of time spent online will garner you all the info

contained in this "book".
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